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© 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Image not available forColour: B&amp;H for B2B, Gov, Students &amp; More Read 800.606.6969 Help about Us Live Chat The Source of The Professional Since 1973 FREE NYC STORE PICKUP Ready Within the Hour &gt;&gt; Free shipping found on most orders over 49 0 results. Try Movie CamerasOne
Stop Shop for all things from your favorite brand151 items found by eBay international sellers One Stop Shop for all things from your favorite brand One Stop Shop for all things from your favorite brand Home Donate New Search Gallery Reviews How-To Books Links Links Workshops About Contact Nikon FE2 35mm SLR (1983-1987) Intro Specs
Performance Recommendations More Nikon FE2 (also comes in chrome, runs on two A76 cells, shoots 35mm film, 19.4oz/550g empty, about 75 used) and Nikon 50mm f/1.4 AI. Enlarge. My biggest source of support is if you use one of these links, especially this link directly to them on eBay (see How to Win on eBay) if you get something, regardless of
which country you live in. Please always use these links when you get one of your equipment so I can continue to share what I know. It helps me to add this free website over and over again when you get yours through these links – but I get nothing for my efforts if you buy elsewhere. Thank you for your support! Ken. April 2019 Better Pictures Nikon Reviews
Nikon Lenses Nikon Flash All reviews How to Shoot Film Top, Nikon FE2 and Nikon 50mm f/1.4 AI. Enlarge. Back, Nikon FE2. Enlarge. Nikon FE and FM Family Comparison Chart Nikon FM3a (2001-2006) Nikon FE (1978-1983) Nikon EL2 (1977-1978) Introduction top Intro Specs Performance Recommendations More THe FE2 is the newer model of Nikon
FE. See my Nikon FE review for most of the review, details and differences between these two very similar cameras. The FE2 was a hot camera in the late 1980s. Modern Photography reviewed it from page 86 of its October 1983 issue. It is a manual focus, aperture-preferred and manual exposure jewel. Specifications top Intro Specs Performance
Recommendations More Two S76, A76, LR44 or similar key cells. 8s - 1.4000 Performance top Intro Specs Performance Recommendations More ISO 50 WIDE OPEN max time: 1:44. if not dark soaked: 25s . Darks soaked: 2.5 hours and I gave up. ISO 400: 54s, 40s. appears shorter (9s), if the camera is in the light and quickly covered, vs. first soak in the
dark, after which you can get. Stainless steel lens mount flange. AEL also locks needle in finder (FE let needle run) needle dead, while The movie to #1. Shutter at 1/250 in car. M250: Mechanical 1/250 B: mechanical Battery Check: Needle falls as soon as you take fingers out of clasp; usually on 16s. Recommendations top Intro Specs Specs
  Recommendations More I prefer the older FE, which lets me shoot the first few pictures of the movie (0 and 00) instead of wasting them, and which has a better battery life. If you've found all the time, effort and cost I've put into researching and sharing all of this, the biggest source of support for this free website is if you use these links, especially this link
directly to them on eBay (see How to Win on eBay) if you get something, regardless of which country you live in. Thank you! Ken. More information top Intro Specs Performance Recommendations More Nikon FE2 Users Manual © Ken Rockwell. All rights reserved. Tous droits réservés. All rights. Help me help you, I support my growing family through this
website, however crazy it may seem. The biggest help is if you use one of these links when you get something. It costs you nothing, and is this website and therefore that of my family, the biggest source of support. These places always have the best prices and service, which is why I have used them since before this website. I recommend them all
personally. If you find this page as helpful as a book you might have had to buy or a workshop you might have had to take, you feel free to help me to help everyone. If you got your equipment through one of my links or helped otherwise, you are family. They are great people like you who allow me to continue to add this site full-time. Thank you! If you haven't
helped yet, please do it, and consider helping me with a gift of 5.00 dollars. Since this site is protected by copyright and formally registered, it is illegal to make copies, in particular in the form of printouts for personal use. If you want to make an expression for personal use, you will only receive a one-time permission if you PayPal me USD 5.00 per printout or
part of it. Thank you very much! Thank you for reading! Ken Rockwell, Ryan and Katie. Katie.
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